Band-Aid
Come to the Aid of…
Band-Aids are more colorful today than they have ever been. Every
time you go into a store, there’s a new design on the shelf. But the
shapes just seem to stay the same year after year. The protective pad
is round or rectangular, but why are all the bandages long and
narrow with curved edges? There’s got to be a new Band-Aid that is
more than just a paint job on an old shape. Brainstorm at least
twenty new ideas!
Need a Band-Aid?
You’ve been hired to create a catchy advertising rhyme for a popular
Band-Aid company. You can suggest the video, but your real job is
to come up with the best rhyming jingle or limerick you can. Submit
at least ten different ones, each with at least six lines.

Pennies
Making Changes
“Find a penny, pick it up, and through the day you’ll have good
luck.” Maybe they’re good luck because they’re ‘different’. The
only color coin in the US treasure today is the penny. We did try a
gold tone coin a few years back, but that just didn’t work out. The
collectors loved it; the businesses did not have a place for it in the
cash register tray. Why are all the other coins gray or silver and look
like cheap aluminum foil? Let’s help the other coins get their own
identity. Design a new nickel, dime and quarter. You must change
its color and explain what material you would use in its production
to make it that color. You must also redesign one or both sides of the
coin.

Pocket Comb
Comb through This
Using the comb as a part of a picture, draw as many things as you
can. The entire comb must be part of the picture. Remember to think
of the comb as its normal size, an enlarged item, and a miniature
item.

Comb Creations
How many different ways could you use a comb (or combs) to
create a work of art?

